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Abstract—Future generation supercomputing clusters are en-
deavouring to achieve exascale performance without compromise
on energy efficiency. Executing multiple applications simultane-
ously without space time sharing in a heterogeneous multi core
environment brings out the utmost parallelism that exists within
the applications. This helps to attain peak performance and also
paves way for improved resource utilization. This necessitates
the need for an efficient and locality aware cache replacement
scheme to cater to the magnanimous data needs of underlying
functional units in case of a cache miss. Reduced cache miss
improves resource utilization and reduces data movement across
the core which in turn contributes to a high performance to
power ratio. This paper proposes a novel application aware cache
replacement policy in which data blocks are assigned weights
based on a set of application and data statuses. Our proposed
heuristics have shown an 8-11% improvement in cache hit when
compared against conventional cache replacement heuristics.

Keywords-Multiple Application Execution, Cache System De-
sign, Replacement Policy

I. INTRODUCTION

Even though computational speed (flops/second) is the
prime metric, cost due to power consumption is a major
worry, demanding the users to see performance to power ratio
(performance/watt). Cache system design is the prime metric
deciding both the performance and power. At a multiprocessor
environment, cache miss degrades the performance as the
cache miss penalty scales by a very higher factor across a
shared memory system when compared to general purpose
processors. This necessitates the need for efficient cache
replacement policies supporting the simultaneous execution
of multiple applications. In order to execute applications
simultaneous, major architectural changes as shown below are
necessary. Current cache replacement strategies do not support
such parallelism among applications.

1) Compilation Acceerator on Silicon (CAS): When the
number of cores in a heterogeneous multi-core environment is
increased in thousands, parallel issue of hundreds of instruc-
tions and their efficient scheduling becomes a bottleneck. This
is overcome by using Compilation Accelerator on Silicon, a
hierarchical hardware based compiler cum scheduler [1].

2) Algorithm Level Functional Unit (ALFU): Usage of
judicious combination of ALFUs and scalars give energy and

performance efficient core architectures [2].
3) Algorithm Level Instruction Set Architecture (ALISA):

This is a superset of CISC and VLIW instruction. A single
ALISA instruction is equivalent to several ALU, vector and
VLIW instructions [2].

4) Simultaneous Execution of Multiple Applications
(SMAPP): It is well established that simultaneous execution
of multiple applications non space time sharing improves
resource utilization [2]. The architecture of ALFUs are
evolved in such a manner to support simultaneous multiple
application execution [2].

While research has been carried out in the above directions
with regard to cache system design, there has not been enough
stress on replacement policies and the associated performance-
energy relationship in the context of simultaneous execution
of multiple application non space time sharing. The Least
Recently Used (LRU) cache replacement policy [6] allocates
resources based on current need but does not perform re-
placement based on cache utility. This leads to substantial
reduction in performance in heterogeneous multi-core envi-
ronment. While various applications compete for the cache
lines in shared memory architecture, not only application based
cache partitioning are needed, but also application based cache
replacement policies are required for better cache performance.
While framing the replacement policies, a complex design
space exploration involving the application parameters is nec-
essary in order to improve the cache hit/miss ratio. Small
changes to replacement policies such as, adding tag number
to cache blocks [20] to determine the miss causing applica-
tion are not enough in improving performance. This paper
proposes replacement polices covering the entire application
characteristics. An energy efficient power model supporting
the replacement policies with low cost hardware circuitry is
also emphasized making the cache system design better over
the existing cache architecture.

The applications can be classified depending on the cache
access patterns. Some applications may frequently access the
L1 cache, requiring less data while accessing each time. Some
applications need huge chunk of data from cache with less
frequent access. The existing replacement policies such as
Not Recently Used [21], with re-reference interval prediction
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mechanisms, predicts the future interval in which the data
packet is likely to be accessed, takes only the application
characteristics consideration. Depending on the applications
characteristics, bits are set to each data packet. However,
this classification and the above replacement methodology fail
in the following situations. There can be situations where a
common data packet may be the inputs to various applications.
A particular application requiring the data may be a LRU
application but the common data packet is essentially MRU
data packet as it is involved in various applications. This
paper proposes replacement policies which covers a wide
range of application characteristics as well as data packet
characteristics.

The focus of this paper is on investigating the replacement
policies and energy models to suit simultaneous execution
of multiple application non space time sharing. Section 2
proposes the cache organization and its associated heuristics
while section 3 describes cache controller and its associated
architecture. Section 4 deals with the associated energy model
which is followed by the results and analysis section

II. CACHE ORGANIZATION AND REPLACEMENT
STRATEGIES

All data which is being stored in the dynamic memory
are in the form of data packets, and these data packets are
clubbed together to be called a block of size equal to a single
cache line and the group of lines are termed cache set. For
mapping the data packets from DRAM to the cache employing
a combination of mapping strategies based on the cache size
at the respective levels as in the conventional system cache
design. For mapping the data packets from the L3 cache to
the L2/L1 cache, the ”weighted data packet strategy” is being
proposed.

It is noticed from figure 1 that the data packets associated
with multiple applications co-exists together on a single cache
line. Thus the application statistics is given a serious con-
sideration besides the instruction/data, to improve the cache
performance in simultaneous execution environment, Further
It is replacement policies based on the collective statistics that
will influence cache performance which is the focus of the
paper. On the other hand the conventional mapping strategies
are readily used even in this case, as these mapping strategies
are mainly based on cache sizes at respective levels and hence
a combination of conventional mapping strategies are used
based on the respective cache size.

Considering the block of data to be comprising of data
packets, the statistics of the data are analyzed and correspond-
ingly a weight is assigned to them namely critical, moderately
critical or non-critical. When these data packets are being
mapped, one parameter which is of prime importance is the
hit to miss ratio.

Under each of these mapping strategies data packets
from DRAM to cache are mapped in a predictive manner
by analyzing the current instructions in the queue. This
data packet mapping is performed by setting threshold
in terms of in terms of number of time stamps (of the

WIMAC simulator) by which the concerned instructions
will get executed. A suitable value for this threshold is
fixed to avoid the replacement of data packets mapped very
recently in a predictive manner. However during the cold start,
the threshold could be kept higher to avoid compulsory misses.

Fig. 2. Application and Data Statistics Table

There is an immediate need for application aware replace-
ment strategy. In conventional replacement schemes are track-
ing only the data statistics but not application statistics. But in
case of simultaneous multiple application execution both the
application and data statistics must be taken in to consideration
and hence replacement strategies should be based on collective
decision of data and application statuses.

Fig. 3. Cache replacement heuristics algorithm

The statistics related to the data and application are
recorded, where in a application and its associated data, where
the various parametric values as listed in table shown in figure
2 are the inputs for replacement strategy. Thus the algorithm
calculates the weights of the associated data packets and
decides whether the packet could be dropped or not based
on its associated weights.

III. CACHE CONTROLLER :IMPLEMENTING REPLACEMENT
POLICIES

Resorting to simultaneous multiple application execution
across heterogeneous multi cores, replacement strategies play
a vital role to achieve overall cache hit and energy efficiency.
These replacement policies are discussed in detail bringing
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Fig. 1. Proposed Cache organisation for multiple applications

Fig. 4. Proposed Cache Controller Finite State Machine

into effect of both application characteristics and associated
instruction/data sets. On the other hand, with regard to cache
organization and mapping, conventional techniques are used.
Cache mapping is primarily decided by cache size and appli-
cation characteristics will not play a vital role. In the same
way, cache mapping strategies are dependent on cache size
and the levels. Either a single strategy or a combination of
direct, associative or set associative strategies is used.

A. Cache Controller: Finite State Machine
The cache controllers are present at each levels of cache.

The cache controller synchronizes the operations in a particu-
lar cache level. The working of the cache controller is similar

in all the 3 levels of cache. When there is a miss at a lower
level of cache, controller at the lower level sends a control
signal to the controller at next level in order to trigger a
search operation at that level. The cache controller involves
different execution paths for different replacement strategies.
Hence a Finite State Machine needs to be designed such that
various state transitions depend on the replacement policies.
The different replacement policies involve different statistics
and almost similar operations. Hence, the different policies can
be modeled as a single state. The design of the cache controller
revolves around designing a finite state machine the hardware
implementation of different replacement policies. From the
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Fig. 5. Hardware implementation of cache replacement strategies

above section it is evident that most of the operations involve
the replacement policies across all cache levels are almost
similar leading to a simpler cache controller design. However,
for parallel access of different cache levels, either independent
cache controller or a single controller can be shared across all
levels.

The replacement strategies for simultaneous multiple appli-
cation execution are simulated using Verilog. The utilization
statistics of datapackets and applications are obtained from
their statistics table shown in figure 2 present in section
2.Using these statistics as input,the cache controller shown in
figure 4 decides either datapackets or applications are LRU,
MFU,etc.

IV. MULTIPLE APPLICATION EXECUTION BASED POWER
MODEL FOR THE CACHE SYSTEM

A unified energy model that captures the execution dy-
namics of the cache system is essential for the design of
the cache system. Conventional cache system design method-
ologies make use of cache system simulation tools that are
integrated with standard energy models. This method of energy
estimation holds good for simple mapping and replacement
policies. For the replacement policies that have been presented
in the previous section for multiple application execution,
there is need for a more rigorous method for estimation of
energy by taking into consideration the energy consumed by
the controllers that implement the working of the replacement
policies. This section presents an energy model based on
replacement policies that become essential when simultaneous
execution of multiple applications without space-time sharing
is in perspective.

The model can be viewed at two levels: the replacement
policy execution level and the read/write level. This level
encompasses all the operations that are associated with the
working of the heuristics based replacement policy. The energy
paths taken by the various states in the replacement policies
are first listed as shown in figure 9. The operations involved
such as search, counting, comparator operations, subtraction
etc. are individually traced during execution and based on the
number of times the respective units are utilized, the energy
associated with the input transitions are computed. Conven-
tional replacement policies do not involve many operations as
the proposed approach and hence an execution based power
model is often not given as much importance.

Fig. 6. Energy path taken during cache replacement

The read/write level of the model makes use of the conven-
tional cache models to estimate the energy consumption of the
cache. Based on technology and size, the energy associated
with wordline, read/write and leakage power of every cache
level. This is integrated with the execution level model and
the energy associated with the entire cache system in the
replacement scenario is calculated using this model.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To illustrate the effeciency of our proposed cache paradigm
we use an in-house built simulator, Warft India MAny Core
(WIMAC) [15] to capture and compare the cache dynamics
of various classes of applications. The WIMAC simulator is
made cycle accurate to mimic the behaviour of the underlying
architecture with great precision. An integrated optimized en-
gine helps to prune the architectural design space to select the
most suitable architectural configuration to meet the power and
performance requirements of the application. The architectures
of Algorithm Level Functional Unit (ALFU) [2] and Compiler
Acceleration on Silicon (CAS) [1] are part of this simulation
framework.

Fig. 7. Sample Architecture table

Figure 7 shows the architectural specifications we have
taken for our simulations. We have used SPEC-INT equiv-
alent benchmarks to analyse the effectiveness of the proposed
heuristics by scaling up the number of applications in every
simulation run. Executing multiple applications simultane-
ously without space time sharing increases the independent
instruction count, thereby improving resource utilization which
indirectly contributes to better cache hit rate. From the graphs,
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Fig. 8. Cache Hit Ratio varying across the entire simulation

Fig. 9. Single and Multiple power model results for a specific sample of
simulation after cold start

it is quite evident that our heuristics has aided in improving the
cache hit rate by 8-11% for simultaneous multiple application
execution.

For the purpose of energy estimation, an execution sample
of about 200 clock cycles much after the cold start period
is considered. As discussed earlier, the cache hit ratio for
a single application is about 70%. The energy consumption
is inherently lesser for this case and shoots up occasionally
as can be seen in Figure 9. This shoot up in energy can be
attributed to the employment of the replacement policies. In
the cases where two and three applications are simultaneously
executed together, the overall energy consumption increases
due to better cache hit ratio which is a consequence of the
proposed mapping and replacement policies. However the rise
in energy consumption is not very sharp and is significantly
kept constrained by the mapping and replacement policies
which reduce the number of misses.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper focusses on cache organization taking in to con-
sideration simultaneous multiple application execution without
space time sharing. The effectiveness of the replacement strate-
gies related to application as well as data statistics is stressed
upon. The cache controller architecture and its interaction is
distinctively brought out to accurately predict the execution
delay in incorporating the heuristics and the associated cache
execution energy model is proposed to accurately capture
the energy spent on cache execution paths. Thus, the paper
comprehensively captures the cache system paradigm catering
to the multiple application execution with accurate execution
energy model.
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